
Hegarty Has No Time For Big Data

Sir John Hegarty recently participated in a “Wired Global Conversation” panel that 
included John Kamen, chairman and CEO of @radical.media, and Bob Greenberg, 
founder, chairman and CEO of R/GA.  As most of you know, Sir John is the founder of 
Bartle Bogle Hegarty, one of the world’s most creative shops. When he speaks, he 
speaks volumes. 

So if you’ve not heard or read about this event, I think the following excerpts from an 
article written by Emma Hall should not be missed.

John Hegarty was the contrarian on the panel, rejecting marketing's reliance on data, 
and insisting that advertising needs to up its creative game before it can hope to 
benefit from new media platforms.

Hegarty admitted, “You'd expect a creative person to pour slight scorn on data. I’ve 
spent my life dealing with people who’ve got all the data in the world, and yet they 
can’t invent anything.”

Referring to the recent European scandal where supermarkets were found selling 
horsemeat labeled as beef, Hegarty said, “Supermarkets have an incredible amount of 
data coming into them, and yet they didn’t realize they were flogging horsemeat to 
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people… I would have thought someone along the line should have been looking at the 
broader picture. You look at too much data and you don’t actually see what’s going on 
around you.”

Bob Greenberg of R/GA jumped in to defend big data’s marketing potential. He said, “I 
think creative use of data is also a possibility. Data visualization has created ways in 
which you can take the data that’s available and tie it into a live event – like when I walk 
into Nike Town [wearing a Nike + band] and they’ll know who I am and they’ll be able to 
serve up really relevant content.”

Not at all impressed, Hegarty said, “I’m not sure I want people to know who I am. I find 
that slightly Orwellian and I object to it. I don’t want people to know what I drink in the 
morning and what I drink at night. I think there’s a great problem here – throughout 
history we have fought for our freedom to be an individual, and you’re taking it away 
from us. I think there’ll be a huge backlash to that and Nike will have to be very 
careful.”

He added, “To those brands that say ‘I understand you’, I say ‘Fuck off, you don’t 
understand me. Mind your own business, I don’t want to be understood by you. I don’t 
understand myself sometimes… and it can be fun.’”

Regarding mobile advertising, Hegarty emphasized that advertisers must put the 
consumer first, not the technology. He said, “We have a major problem in that our work 
isn’t as good as it used to be, and consumers value it less and less – that’s the first 
thing we have to address.”

He continued, “Our solution to a problem is to constantly think how we can interrupt 
consumers more, how we can trip them up, how we can shove a message in their face 
that they don’t want to see. We’re becoming more aggravating, when surely we should 
engage consumers and give them something they want to watch and respond to. 
Instead we talk about what we can do on this platform or that platform. The only space 
I want to occupy, the only space that’s interesting to me, is the one between people’s 
ears. That’s where I want my message to go and how I get there is an irrelevance.”

Well said Sir John Hegarty.
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Bill Bernbach's Resignation Letter To Grey

Bill Bernbach's 1947 letter to Grey before he started DDB:
Dear collegues,
 
Our agency is getting big. That's something to be happy about. 
But it's something to worry about, too, and I don't mind telling you 
I'm damned worried. I'm worried that we're going to fall into the 
trap of bigness, that we're going to worship techniques instead of 
substance, that we're going to follow history instead of making it, 
that we're going to be drowned by superficialities instead of 
buoyed up by solid fundamentals. I'm worried lest hardening of 
the creative arteries begin to set in.
 
There are a lot of great technicians in advertising. And 
unfortunately they talk the best game. They know all the rules. 



They can tell you that people in an ad will get you greater 
readership. They can tell you that a sentence should be this sort 
or that long. They can tell you that body copy should be broken up 
for easier reading. They can give you fact after fact after fact. 
They are the scientists of advertising. But there's one little rub. 
Advertising is fundamentally persuasion and persuasion happens 
to be not a science, but an art.
 
It's that creative spark that I'm so jealous of for our agency and 
that I am so desperately fearful of losing. I don't want 
academicians. I don't want scientists. I don't want people who do 
the right things. I want people who do inspiring things.
In the past year I must have interviewed about 80 people - writers 
and artists. Many of them were from the so-called giants of the 
agency field. It was appalling to see how few of these people 
were genuinely creative. Sure, they had advertising know-how. 
Yes, they were up on advertising technique.
 
But look beneath the technique and what did you find? A 
sameness, a mental weariness, a mediocrity of ideas. But they 
could defend every ad on the basis that it obeyed the rules of 
advertising. It was like worshiping a ritual instead of the God.
 
All this is not to say that technique is unimportant. Superior 
technical skill will make a good ad better. But the danger is a 
preoccupation with technical skill or the mistaking of technical skill 
for creative ability. The danger lies in the temptation to buy 
routinized men who have a formula for advertising. The danger 
lies In the natural tendency to go after tried-and-true talent that 
will not make us stand out in competition but rather make us look 
like all the others.
If we are to advance we must emerge as a distinctive personality. 
We must develop our own philosophy and not have the 
advertising philosophy of others imposed on us.



 
Let us blaze new trails. Let us prove to the world that good taste, 
good art, and good writing can be good selling.
 
Respectfully,
Bill Bernbach


